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1 
This invention relates to improvements in 

cleaning implements, and more particularly to 
hoe-like implements for cleaning soot and ashes 
out of the ?ues of furnaces. 
An object of the invention is to provide a sim— 

ple inexpensive cleaning implement for pipes, fines 
and the like, having a blade insertable in one po 
sition substantially parallel to the pipe surface 
and withdrawable in a position transverse to the 
pipe axis. ‘ 

A further object is to provide such an imple 
ment in which the blade is controllable solely 
by manipulation of the simple rigid shaft. 
Another object is to provide an improved cou 

pling between an element and a spring. 
The present invention results in an implement 

far more effective and easily manipulated than 
previously known devices of its kind and at the 
same time simple, inexpensive and durable in 
construction. 
The above and still further objects and ad 

vantages may be carried into practical effect as 
described hereinbelow, with reference to the ac 
companying drawings in which: I 

Fig. 1 is a schematic view of a typical furnace 
?ue showing an implement according to the pres 
ent invention in operative position; 
Fig 2 is a fragmentary longitudinal sectional 

view of the blade end of an implement according 
to the present invention; ' 

Fig. 3 shows the structure of Fig. 2 with the 
blade ?exed into position for insertion in a ?ue; 

Fig. 4 shows a modi?ed blade form; 
Fig. 5 shows a cross section of a pipe and end 

views of the cleaning implement in position for 
insertion (a) and in operative position in the 
pipe (b) as shown in solid and chain lines, re 
spectively. 
Like reference characters indicate similar parts 

throughout the several ?gures of the drawings. 
In the embodiment of the invention shown in 

the drawing, a substantially rigid manipulating 
shaft l is provided at one end with a handle 2 
of suitable known type. The shaft 1 may be sult 
ably curved for most effective use in curved ducts 
and ?ues of the type shown in Fig. 1. 
A short coil spring 3 is rigidly secured at one 

end to the extreme end of shaft I, forming a uni 
versally ?exible resilient coupling element. The 
end of the shaft l is preferably taper threaded , 
for this purpose, or if desirable, the spring 3 may 
be spot Welded or otherwise securely attached by 
known methods. 
A rigid ?at blade 4, preferably a disk-like plate 

of any suitable, durable material, is secured by 
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2 
suitable means, such as screw 6, to the free end 
of the ?exible tip 3 of shaft l, a few turns of 
spring 3 being left free between the blade and 
shaft fastenings. 
A collar 1 which may be attached to disk 4 

as by welding, or formed integrally therewith, has 
an internal diameter equal to, or smallerrthan, 
the outside diameter of the spring or tip 3, and 
is provided to restrict expansion of the spring 
when screw 6 is inserted, making a solid connec 
tion. Preferably the collar 1 is provided with a 
small internal flangeg'l' which is engaged be 
tween the end of spring 3 and the disk 4, ‘the 
collar 1, when so formed, is separable from disk 
4 and is clamped in place by screw 6 and spring 
3 in assembly. _ ' 

As shown in Fig. 4, the blade 4 may be a sim 
ple stamped disk of sheet metal peripherally 
?anged as at 8 for strength and for other reasons 
more fully set forth hereinbelow. V 

' It will be readily apparent that other known 
forms of functionally equivalent ?exible resilient 
coupling elements may be substituted for the 
coil spring 3 shown in the drawing. 
The advantages of the present invention will 

be clearly apparent from the following descrip 
tion of its operation: 
The implement of the invention is illustrated, 

in Figs. 1 and 5 (a and b) of the drawing, in typ~ 
ical positions employed for cleaning a curved fur 
nace ?ue. Straight ducts may also be cleaned 
with implements embodying the invention, such ' 
implements may have less curved (or straight) 
shafts if to be used for very long straight ducts. 
The implement is inserted in the cleanout 

opening 9 of a furnace ?ue ID by pressing the 
disk-like blade laterally against the top, or side, 
of the inner surface of the ?ue and thrusting 
same into the ?ue while maintaining lateral 
pressure on shaft I. The pressure on one edge 
of the blade 4 causes the coupling member 3 to 
?ex through an angle of about 90° about a short 
radius which should be less than the radius of 
disk 4 as shown in Fig. 3. The disk 4 will readily 
assume a position substantially parallel to the 
?ue wall and shaft end, and may be easily slid 
along the ?ue without substantially disturbing 
the accumulation of ashes and soot in the ?ue. 
The blade is shown being inserted at a in Fig. 5. 
When the disk 4 has been inserted as far as 

possible in the ?ue the operator ceases to main 
tain lateral pressure on the shaft I, and resilient 
coupling 3 will cause disk 4 to assume its normal 
position substantially at right angles to the shaft 
end, and transverse to the ?ue axis. 
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The implement is then withdrawn, the blade 4 
resting on the ?ue bottom and drawing the 
accumulated ashes and soot out of the cleanout 
opening. The implement is shown at b in Fig. 5, 
in position for withdrawal in operative relation to 
the ?ue. 

It will be apparent that the universal ?exibility 
of the blade 4 with relation to the shaft end is a 
distinct advantage‘ in. insertion of the imple-' 
ment, for a'blade nearly. as large as the?ue open 
ing can be readily inserted without pushing ashes 
away from the cleanout. 
an implement into a curved flue it .isloftzen necese 

Moreover, in inserting: 

sary to rotate the shaft somewhat;.an.foperationz'. 
which is facilitated in the present‘devi'ce by the 
universal ?exibility of the blade. .v -' .1‘ 
Use of a blade formed as shown. in_>Fig, 4._is.v _ 

advantageous not only because lovrin cost; but‘ ‘ 
for the reason that, in operation, the ?an'ggeddiskiiv 
will act as a scoop and will be a more efficient ash 
and soot removenthana ?atdisk. Furthermore, 
the. rounded turn of. theflange. wil-Ls'lide easily 
alongthe-Wall of -the' flue. duringqinsertion of. the 
implement. ' . . ' _ 

It...will.be. understood that the speci?c embodi 
ment..v_d'escrib.ed. and. illustrated, is, illustrative 
only,’ and that .the invention. includes such .modi-. 
?cations. and . equivalents, as fmay.v readily occur 
to. persons skilled .in .the art,. within. the-scope of 
theappended claims. 

It is claimedand desired .to secure. bill-Letters. ' 
Patent; _ I , 

1. Ina-?uecleaning hoe; .a substantially. rigid 
manipulatingshaft; a universally?exible resil= 
ient...couplin'g. at . one endthereof and . extending f 
therebeyond; and a' substantially rigid?atdi'sk 
element secured: to said .coupling,,saidblade being 
normally. carried .at' right angleslto ‘said. end ,of. 
said shaft, andsaid couplingbeingnniversally 
?exible throughout a length .notgreaterthanthe 
radius» of , said .‘disk to permit saiddiskto assume 
apositionparallelto saidshaftend, _ . 

2. In a :?ue‘ hoe: .an elongated, curved, substan-.. 
tially rigid, 'manipulatingshaft; a .coil spring se 
cured .to one -end.of.. said.- shaftv and projecting a 
fewturns beyond the shaft. end; and-a disk-like; 
blade element secured to the. projecting-endo? 
saidspring. ' _ p , ' 

3.. A- ?ue hoe. comprising, a substantially rigid 
shaft, a .?exible. resilient . helical . coil. , spring elee 
ment. securedrat' one. end. to. oneend of said, shaft 
in . coaxial. shaft. surrounding. relation. and pros. 
jecting. a few. turns. beyond said end .of-saidshaft, 
a‘substantially rigid disk-like blade element, and 
means securingsaid. blade; element. to they extend 
ing'endof said spring elementl'at substantially 
right angles to thelongitudi-nal axis of ,saidspringl 
elementand.at.a:distance from said.,0ne end of 
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4 
said shaft not greater than the radius of said 
disk-like blade element. 

4. A ?ue cleaning implement comprising, a 
substantially rigid curved shaft, a flexible resil 
ient coil spring coupling element rigidly secured 
at one end to and projecting a few turns beyond 
one end of said shaft, a substantially rigid blade 
element, and a relatively rigid fastening connect 
ing said bladerelement with :themextending end of 
said coupling: element. at:v substantially right 
angles to the longitudinal axis of said coupling 
element. 
I 5. Ina ?ue hoe: an elongated, substantially 
rigid;,_;manip_ulating shaft; a normally straight 

' universally ?exible resilient tip rigidly secured at 
onemndtuone end of said shaft and projecting a. 
short distance beyond said shaft end and a rigid 
disk-like'eblade'eelement secured to the projecting 
endroff said universally ?exible resilient tip at a 
distance from said 811417101‘ said shaft not greater 
thanthe radius of said disk. 
621A ?ue hoe comprising: aneelongated sub. 

stantially rigid manipulatingjshaft; a universally, 
?exible resilient spring element rigidly'secured'at 
one end.to one end of :said shaft andiprojecting 
a short distance from saidjendof said’sl'iaft‘; a 
substantially, rigid ’ disk-like blade element.‘ and 
means rigidly securing said blade element'to-the 
extending end of saidspring element'at substan 
tially right angles to'the longitudinal axis of said‘ 
spring element and at a distance frompsaid‘one 
end of saidshaft not‘greater than‘th’era-diuspf 
said disk the. said spring element-beingjofjsu'cli 
form dimensions and ' material characteristics, as 
to be manually ?exiblejbetweensaid shaftmend 
and said blade element, through an arc" of at 
least ninety degrees, without permanentv set: . 
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